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Abstract Domesticated materials with well-known wild

relatives provide an experimental system to reveal how

human selection during cultivation affects genetic com-

position and adaptation to novel environments. In this

paper, our goal was to elucidate how two geographically

distinct domestication events modified the structure and

level of genetic diversity in common bean. Specifically, we

analyzed the genome-wide genetic composition at 26,

mostly unlinked microsatellite loci in 349 accessions of

wild and domesticated common bean from the Andean and

Mesoamerican gene pools. Using a model-based approach,

implemented in the software STRUCTURE, we identified

nine wild or domesticated populations in common bean,

including four of Andean and four of Mesoamerican ori-

gins. The ninth population was the putative wild ancestor

of the species, which was classified as a Mesoamerican

population. A neighbor-joining analysis and a principal

coordinate analysis confirmed genetic relationships among

accessions and populations observed with the STRUC-

TURE analysis. Geographic and genetic distances in wild

populations were congruent with the exception of a few

putative hybrids identified in this study, suggesting a pre-

dominant effect of isolation by distance. Domesticated

common bean populations possessed lower genetic

diversity, higher FST, and generally higher linkage dis-

equilibrium (LD) than wild populations in both gene pools;

their geographic distributions were less correlated with

genetic distance, probably reflecting seed-based gene flow

after domestication. The LD was reduced when analyzed in

separate Andean and Mesoamerican germplasm samples.

The Andean domesticated race Nueva Granada had the

highest FST value and widest geographic distribution

compared to other domesticated races, suggesting a very

recent origin or a selection event, presumably associated

with a determinate growth habit, which predominates in

this race.

Introduction

The genus Phaseolus, and more specifically its economi-

cally most important species, the common bean or

Phaseolus vulgaris L. (2n = 2x = 22), provides interest-

ing features to study the process of plant domestication. Of

the 70-odd species that have been recognized in the genus

(Freytag and Debouck 2002), 5 have been domesticated

and a few additional species show signs of incipient

domestication (Delgado-Salinas et al. 2006). Domestica-

tion in common bean took place in two, already diverged

ancestral gene pools distributed from northern Mexico to

Colombia (Mesoamerican gene pool), on the one hand, and

from southern Peru to northwestern Argentina (Andean

gene pool), on the other (Gepts et al. 1986; Koenig and

Gepts 1989; Khairallah et al. 1990, 1992; Koinange and

Gepts 1992; Freyre et al. 1996). The two domestications

led to two distinct domesticated gene pools (Singh et al.

1991b, c; Becerra Velásquez and Gepts 1994), in part

because they arose from two already diverged gene pools
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just mentioned but also because of further selection under

domestication. One consequence of this selection was the

appearance of ecogeographic races in each of the two

domesticated gene pools (Singh et al. 1991a; Beebe et al.

2000; Dı́az and Blair 2006). Partial reproductive isolation

has been identified between them, both in wild (Koinange

and Gepts 1992) and domesticated populations (Gepts

and Bliss 1985), suggesting that P. vulgaris may be in the

process of incipient speciation.

The existence of the Andean and Mesoamerican gene

pools in common bean and the multiple domestications

associated with them is a unique situation among crops,

rice being an exception (Vitte et al. 2004; Londo et al.

2006). The existence of these two gene pools raises a

number of questions such as the origin and relationships

between these two gene pools, the qualitative and quanti-

tative differences in genetic diversity between them, the

respective levels of linkage disequilibrium, and the extent

to which different loci have been the subject of selection

during and after the two major domestications in the spe-

cies. The first question has been answered with the

discovery in the 1980s of a missing link, namely wild

P. vulgaris populations in Ecuador and northern Peru

(Debouck et al. 1993). Based on a DNA sequence analysis

of the genes for phaseolin seed protein, this segment of

bean germplasm is actually the putative ancestor of the

species (Kami et al. 1995). This segment also shows

chloroplast DNA (cpDNA) haplotypes that closely resem-

ble the putative ancestral cpDNA haplotype of the species

(Chacón et al. 2007). From the core area on the western

slope of the Andes in Ecuador and northern Peru, wild

beans were dispersed northwards (to Colombia, Central

America, and Mexico) and southwards (southern Peru,

Bolivia, and Argentina) resulting in the Mesoamerican and

Andean gene pools, respectively. The alpha-amylase

inhibitor (Gepts et al. 1999) and internal transcribed spacer

(Chacón et al. 2005) sequence data independently suggest

that the split between Andean and Mesoamerican gene

pools took place some 0.5 million years ago.

In the research reported here, we broadened the scope of

earlier research on the organization of genetic diversity in

common bean using microsatellite markers by examining a

larger plant sample (n = 349), which included both wild

and domesticated accessions from the Andean and Meso-

american gene pools. Microsatellite markers are more

polymorphic (Blair et al. 2006) than markers used earlier to

characterize genetic diversity such as phaseolin seed pro-

tein (Gepts et al. 1986), allozymes (Koenig and Gepts

1989; Singh et al. 1991c), RFLP (Becerra Velásquez and

Gepts 1994), and RAPD (Freyre et al. 1996). They are also

more widely distributed in the bean genome (Freyre et al.

1998; Blair et al. 2003). In common bean, around 400

microsatellite markers have been developed and mapped

(Yu et al. 2000; Gaitán-Solı́s et al. 2002; Blair et al. 2003;

Masi et al. 2003; Yaish and Pérez de la Vega 2003; Guerra-

Sanz 2004; Caixeta et al. 2005; Buso et al. 2006). How-

ever, population studies with microsatellites in common

bean so far have been performed only in a small number of

landraces or breeding lines or they have focused on certain

geographic regions (Métais et al. 2002; Blair et al. 2006;

Dı́az and Blair 2006). Thus, an analysis of population

structure among wild and domesticated accessions from

Andean and Mesoamerican gene pool using microsatellites

could yield significant additional insights into the organi-

zation of genetic diversity of common bean.

Specifically, we sought to determine how the two

domestication processes in common bean had affected

genetic diversity and differentiation in the two major gene

pools (Andean vs. Mesoamerican), in their respective wild

and domesticated components, and among the different

domesticated ecogeographic races. We also sought to

determine the level of multilocus associations (Hedrick

et al. 1978) across and within gene pools and races as a

prelude to future linkage disequilibrium (LD; Gupta et al.

2005) and association mapping studies (Zhu et al. 2008).

Materials and methods

Plant materials

Three hundred forty-nine wild, landraces and commercial

varieties or advanced germplasm accessions from Latin

American, Europe, USA, Africa, and Asia from the

Phaseolus World Collection at CIAT, Cali, Colombia or

from the Phaseolus collection of the USDA National Plant

Germplasm System at Pullman, WA, USA, were analyzed.

These samples included 100 wild and 249 domesticated

accessions (supplemental Table S1). More detailed infor-

mation for each accession is included in supplemental

Table S1 (accession number, common name, seed weight

and color, growth habit, country origin, and coordinates,

with assigned gene pool and posterior membership coeffi-

cients as determined with STRUCTURE, Pritchard et al.

2000).

Genomic DNA extraction and genotyping

microsatellite

Genomic DNA was extracted from young leaves of green-

house-grown plants using the CTAB method (Doyle and

Doyle 1987). Twenty-six microsatellite markers from all 11

linkage groups were selected based on their dispersed map

location (Yu et al. 2000; Blair et al. 2003; Pedrosa-Harand

et al. 2008). With the exception of marker pairs BM146-

BM157 (linkage group 1) and BMd142-BM212 (linkage
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group 10), which were each linked at approximately 10 cM,

all other pairs were distant by 50 cM or more. Markers

originated in equal proportions from genic and non-genic

sequences (supplemental Table S2). Forward primers were

designed with a 50-TGTAAACGACGGCCAGTATGC

M-13 reverse sequence tail added to the 50 end of the for-

ward primer. The genetic linkage map location, repeat

motif, and primer sequences, can be found in the original

publications (Bmd: Blair et al. 2003; Pv: Yu et al. 2000;

BM: Gaitán-Solı́s et al. 2002). Except for SSR markers

BM146 and BM157, two independent PCR reactions were

performed. For the primary PCR, the pairs of forward and

reverse primers were used to amplify microsatellite frag-

ments. Thus, the fragments amplified in the primary PCR

included the M13 sequence extension at forward primer

site. The secondary PCR reactions were performed with the

reverse primer and the M-13 primer labeled with the

6-FAM, NED, PET or VIC fluorescence dyes. For the pri-

mary PCR reaction, PCR reaction mixtures contained

approximately 30 ng of total genomic DNA, 200 mM of

dNTP, 0.2 lM of forward primer and reverse primer, the

standard Taq buffer with 1.5 mM MgCl2, and 1 unit of Taq

polymerase (New England Biolabs) in a 20 ll total reaction

volume. The primary PCR cycle consisted of 2 min at 94�C

and 35 cycles of 30 s at 94�C, 1 min at 47�C (BMd45,

BMd10, BMd1, Pv-ctt001, BMd53, BMd37, BMd12,

BMd25, BMd42 and BMd41), 49�C (Pv-ag003, BM143,

BM172, Pv-ag004, BM151, Pv-at007, and BM212), 52�C

(GATS91, BM160 and BM210), 55�C (BM188), 57�C (Pv-

ag001), or 60�C (BM53 and BMd20) and then 40 s at 72�C

followed by a 3 min extension at 72�C. For the secondary

PCR reaction, the PCR reaction mixtures contained 1 ll of

primary PCR product, 0.2 lM of florescence labeled M13

universal primer and reverse primer, 0.34 lM of forward

primer and standard Taq buffer with 1.5 mM MgCl2, and 1

unit of Taq polymerase in a total volume 20 ll reaction. For

M13 primer labeling, the choice of 6-FAM, NED, PET or

VIC dye was attached to the 50 end of the 50-TGTAAAA

CGACGGCCAGT-30 M-13 universal primer sequence. The

secondary PCR cycle consisted of 2 min at 94�C and 30

cycles of 30 s at 94�C, 45 s at 56�C and 45 s at 72�C fol-

lowed by 8 cycles of 30 s at 94�C, 45 s at 53�C, and 45 s at

72�C, and then 3 min at 72�C for the final extension. For the

BM146 and BM157 amplification, PCR reaction mixtures

contained approximately 30 ng of total genomic DNA,

200 mM of dNTP, 0.16 lM of labeled M-13 universal

primer and reverse primer, 0.04 lM of reverse primer,

standard Taq buffer with 1.5 mM MgCl2, and 1 unit of Taq

polymerase in a 20 ll total reaction volume. PCR cycles

consisted of 5 min at 94�C and 30 cycles of 30 s at 94�C,

45 s at 56�C and 45 s at 72�C followed by 8 cycles of 30 s

at 94�C, 45 s at 53�C and 45 s at 72�C, and a final extension

of 3 min at 72�C. The amplified fragments were

multiplexed depending on their size variation and analyzed

in an ABI 3730 (Applied Biosystems). Genotypes of makers

were determined using the GeneMarker program (ver-

sion1.51; SoftGenetics) (supplemental Table S2).

Analysis of population structure

As a preliminary step, STRUCTURE (Pritchard et al. 2000)

was run a single time for each K value ranging from 2 to

20. Each run was performed using the admixture model and

1,000 replicates for burn-in and 3,000 during the analysis.

To distinguish between Andean and Mesoamerican acces-

sions, the K = 2 analysis was of particular interest. Five

independent runs were performed using the admixture

model and 5,000 replicates for burn-in and 50,000 repli-

cates during analysis. The clustering in different runs was

almost identical (similarity coefficient 0.9969). Among the

five runs, the run with the lowest likelihood value was

selected and the accessions with more than 50% posterior

assignment probability for the Mesoamerican cluster were

assigned to the Mesoamerican gene pool (and vice versa

for the Andean gene pool) (supplemental Table S1). Low

values of posterior assignment probabilities (e.g., between

50 and 80%) may actually indicate hybrids rather than

‘‘pure’’ accessions; however, such accessions are also of

interest to understand the origin of the bean gene pool and

in breeding. Therefore, we included such accessions in the

K = 2 analysis.

Subsequently, 20 simulations per K value were then

performed from K = 6 to 12 using 5,000 replicates for

burn-in and 50,000 replicates during the analysis. The D
statistical test using the Structure-sum program showed

that K = 9 was optimal in this analysis (Rosenberg et al.

2002; Evanno et al. 2005; Ehrich 2006). At K = 9, the

membership coefficient from the run with the lowest

likelihood value (-17458.8) was used to assign each

accession to the K = 1 to 9 populations for each acces-

sion based on the highest membership coefficient

(supplemental Table S1). Accessions with a membership

coefficient less than 0.8 or 0.9 were identified as putative

hybrids. A graphical bar plot of membership coefficients

was generated using the Distruct program (Fig. 1;

Rosenberg 2004). STRUCTURE was also used to calcu-

late FST coefficients among the nine populations that were

eventually selected.

Analysis of genetic diversity and geographic

distribution

The average number of alleles and gene diversity, hetero-

zygosity, and polymorphism information content (PIC)

were calculated for each microsatellite locus using Pow-

ermarker version 3.25 (Liu and Muse 2005). Genetic
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distances among accessions were calculated using the C.S.

Chord distance (Cavalli-Sforza and Edwards 1967); a

neighbor-joining (NJ) tree was constructed with Power-

maker (Fig. 2). The genetic relationship among entire

accessions as well as among wild accessions was analyzed

by principal coordinate analysis (PCoA) using the

GenAlEx 6 program (Fig. 3: see supplemental Table S3 for

coordinates; Peakall and Smouse 2006). The geographic

distribution of wild accessions was visualized with the

DIVA-GIS program (Fig. 4; Hijmans et al. 2001).

Multilocus associations in common bean

To characterize the frequency of significant multilocus

associations in common bean, the microsatellite data were

transformed to haplotype data after heterozygous geno-

types were treated as missing data. Haplotype frequencies

were estimated from 25 microsatellite genotype data using

an expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm in ARLE-

QUIN 3.11 (Excoffier et al. 2005). The EM algorithm

estimated haplotype frequencies by a 1,000 permutation

procedure. The marker BM157 was removed because of a

high frequency of missing data (9%). Forty-three acces-

sions that had any missing values for the remaining 25

markers were also excluded for this analysis. The pairwise

LD among microsatellite marker pairs was tested using a

likelihood-ratio test between the likelihood of the data

assuming linkage equilibrium and the likelihood of the data

assuming linkage disequilibrium obtained by estimated

haplotypes frequencies (ARLEQUIN program: Excoffier

et al. 2005; Excoffier and Slatkin 1998). To further eval-

uate LD, the standardized disequilibrium coefficient D0 and

r2 were calculated for all accessions with 26 markers

using the TASSEL program (Bradbury et al. 2007;

http://www.maizegenetics.net/tassel). These LD parame-

ters were calculated for the entire sample, the Andean and

Fig. 1 Hierarchical organization of genetic relatedness of 349

common bean accessions based on 26 microsatellite markers and

analyzed by the STRUCTURE program as described in ‘‘Materials

and methods’’ for K = 2 to 9. Bar graphs were developed with the

program DISTRUCT

Fig. 2 Neighbor-joining tree of

microsatellite diversity based on

the C. S. Chord distance

implemented in the

Powermarker program. Each

branch is color-coded according

to membership into the K = 9

groups identified by

STRUCTURE (same colors as

in Fig. 1). Branches ending with

black dots represent

domesticated accessions, while

those without dots are wild

accessions
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Mesoamerican gene pools, and for the different K = 9

groups. Because the sample size differed among gene pools

and K = 9 groups, the effect of sample size differences on

LD was analyzed by calculation of averages for D0, r2, and

percentage marker pairs in LD from ten random replicated

samples generated from the entire sample without

replacement and whose size equaled that of the individual

groups aforementioned (Fig. 5).

Fig. 3 Principal coordinate

analysis of microsatellite

diversity based on the presence

absence of alleles. Colors
represent populations identified

at K = 9 in Fig. 1

Fig. 4 Geographical and

genetic distributions of wild

common bean accessions. The

lower left plot is the result of a

principal coordinate analysis

involving wild accessions only

(for which precise coordinates

are available). The lines link

positions of accessions in the

PCA graph and their geographic

origin on the map. The colors

indicate population membership

identified using STRUCTURE

(same colors as in Fig. 1)
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Results

Microsatellite diversity in common bean

In this study, 26 microsatellite markers distributed over

all 11 genetic linkage groups in common bean were

genotyped in 349 wild and domesticated accessions. The

overall mean genetic diversity in common bean was 0.66

and the average number of alleles per microsatellite locus

was 16, ranging from four (BMd45 and BMd1) to 56

alleles (BM53). The PIC values ranged from 0.09 to 0.91

with an average of 0.62 (Table 1). Overall, heterozygosity

was below 1–3%, consistent with the predominantly self-

pollinated nature of the species (Table 2). The genetic

diversity in Mesoamerica was slightly higher than in the

Andean group (0.60 and 0.52, respectively; Table 2).

With the exception of the Ancestral Peruvian and Ecua-

doran wild group (K1), the combined wild groups from

both gene pools (K3, K5, and K7) had higher genetic

diversity and higher heterozygosity than the combined

domesticated groups (K6, K9, K2, K4 and K8). Within

both Andean and Mesoamerican gene pools, domestica-

tion induced a reduction in genetic diversity of about

10%, whether measured by gene diversity or PIC values

(Table 2). Although race Nueva Granada had the largest

sample size (94) in this study, its genetic diversity (0.41)

was the lowest among the nine groups.

Population structure in common bean

The population subdivision (as determined by STRUC-

TURE) (Fig. 1), the NJ tree based on genetic distance

(Fig. 2), and the PCoA (Fig. 3) showed significant

Andean–Mesoamerican gene pool divergence as well as

racial differentiation within gene pools. The identification

of gene pool of origin (Andean vs. Mesoamerican) for

each accession was accomplished as described in

‘‘Materials and methods’’ for K = 2. At K = 2, 155 and

194 accessions fell into the Mesoamerican and Andean

groups, respectively, based on posterior assignment

probabilities of P [ 0.50. This split was generally main-

tained from K = 2 to 9, with the exception of K = 3 and

6 (Fig. 1). For K = 3, the group of wild, presumably

ancestral beans from Ecuador and northern Peru showed a

mixed membership between the Mesoamerican (as

defined in K = 2) and Andean gene pool (the latter

including wild Andean types and domesticated race Peru).

For K = 6, the wild, presumably ancestral group clustered

with the Andean wild beans. The same group of wild,

presumably ancestral grouped with other Mesoamerican

accessions at all other K levels. Such membership

switching of the presumably ancestral group between the

Andean and Mesoamerican gene pools has been observed

for allozyme and RAPD data as well (Koenig and Gepts

1989; Freyre et al. 1996).

For K = 9, the groups were identified as Ancestral

Northern Peruvian and Ecuadoran wild (K1), Mesoameri-

can and Colombian wild (K3), Mexican wild (K5), Race

Mesoamerica (K6), Races Jalisco and Durango (K9),

Andean wild (K7), Race Peru (K2), Race Chile (K4) and

Race Nueva Granada (K8) (Fig. 1). The first five groups

belong to the Mesoamerican gene pool and the last four

Fig. 5 Marker pairs in LD (%) and r2 and D0 values. Black circle
average of each value calculated from ten random samples. Black
diamond observed LD values in the entire sample (n = 349); Red
open diamond observed LD values in the Mesoamerican gene pool

(n = 155); Blue open diamond observed LD values from Andean

gene pool (n = 194); Filled diamonds observed LD from K = 9

populations and same colors as in Fig. 1
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groups to the Andean gene pool. This population structure

is similar to that encountered in previous population studies

in common bean (Gepts et al. 1986; Koenig and Gepts

1989; Singh et al. 1991a; Dı́az and Blair 2006). On aver-

age, FST values for wild populations (K1, K3, K5, and K7)

were lower (0.22) compared to those of domesticated races

(K2, K4, K6, K8, and K9: 0.28) (Table 3). Furthermore,

the FST value for race Nueva Granada was higher than

those observed for all other races, whether Andean or

Mesoamerican (Table 3).

This study also allowed us to quantify population

admixture for each accession (Fig. 1; supplemental Table

S1). The Mesoamerican gene pool had a higher proportion

of non-hybrid accessions than the Andean gene pool (75

and 64% at the 0.8 cutoff, respectively; Table 4). The

proportion of non-hybrid accessions in each K group ran-

ged from 48% (race Chile) to 89% (Mesoamerican and

Colombian wild) at the 0.8 cutoff value. The majority of

hybrid accessions had an ancestry involving the domesti-

cated groups in the Mesoamerican gene pool (races Jalisco

and Durango; race Mesoamerica). In addition, there were

admixed accessions in the Andean group involving (1)

races Chile and Nueva Granada, and (2) Andean wild types

and the domesticated race Peru. Using a cutoff of 0.9

revealed comparable trends.

A similar population structure was uncovered with the

NJ tree, in particular the subdivision into Andean and

Mesoamerican gene pools, the membership of the ances-

tral wild group (from Ecuador and northern Peru) in the

Mesoamerican gene pool, and the close relationship

between races Jalisco and Durango (Fig. 2). Furthermore,

Andean and Mesoamerican populations were also well

separated according to principal coordinate 1 (53%)

(Fig. 3). The presumed Ancestral wild population from

northern Peru and Ecuador was positioned between the

Andean and Mesoamerican gene pools, but skewed

towards the Mesoamerican. While Mesoamerican wild

and domesticated populations were well separated on

principal coordinate 2 (13%), Andean groups were not

well resolved.

Table 1 Summary statistics for

the 26 microsatellite markers

analyzed in this study

a Markers with step-wise

mutation pattern

Linkage

group

Marker Number of

alleles

Major allele

frequency

Gene

diversity

Heterozygosity PIC

1 BMd10 6 0.65 0.51 0.000 0.45

1 Pvag003 7 0.64 0.55 0.003 0.51

1 BM146a 6 0.89 0.20 0.003 0.20

1 BM157 11 0.49 0.64 0.013 0.58

1 BMd45 4 0.67 0.45 0.003 0.36

2 BM143a 31 0.14 0.93 0.009 0.93

2 GATS91 39 0.20 0.92 0.023 0.91

3 BM172 20 0.25 0.87 0.014 0.85

3 BMd1 4 0.95 0.09 0.000 0.09

4 Pvag004 15 0.55 0.66 0.070 0.64

4 PVctt001a 11 0.37 0.73 0.009 0.69

5 BMd53 5 0.50 0.52 0.009 0.40

5 BMd20a 9 0.62 0.59 0.000 0.56

6 BMd37a 11 0.38 0.73 0.006 0.69

6 BMd12a 5 0.70 0.43 0.009 0.36

7 BM160 36 0.29 0.87 0.003 0.86

7 BM210 27 0.20 0.89 0.014 0.88

8 BMd25 6 0.67 0.45 0.000 0.36

8 BM151 14 0.43 0.75 0.020 0.72

9 PVat007 31 0.13 0.93 0.006 0.93

9 BM188a 12 0.76 0.40 0.065 0.38

10 BMd42a 10 0.34 0.78 0.009 0.75

10 BM212a 14 0.39 0.76 0.012 0.74

11 BMd41 15 0.40 0.77 0.000 0.75

11 BM53 56 0.24 0.91 0.003 0.91

11 Pvag001 16 0.36 0.77 0.006 0.74

Mean 16 0.47 0.66 0.012 0.62
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Genetic relationship of wild and domesticated

accessions according to their geographic distribution

The genetic relationship of wild accessions reflected their

geographic distribution with exceptions that had been

identified previously as hybrids mainly between local wild

types and domesticated accessions from another gene pool

or race (Fig. 4). All domesticated groups had a wide geo-

graphical distribution with close genetic relationships

within groups. For example, accessions of race Meso-

america (Group K6) were closely related genetically

(Fig. 2), but they had a broad geographical distribution that

included Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador,

Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Venezuela, and

Table 2 Summary statistics of

microsatellite diversity in gene

pools and races included in this

study

Marker Sample

size

Average no.

of alleles

Gene

diversity

Heterozygosity PIC

Total wild ? domesticated 349 16 0.66 0.012 0.62

Wild 100 12 0.64 0.027 0.61

Domesticated 249 12 0.63 0.006 0.59

Mesoamerican 155 12 0.60 0.018 0.57

Ancestral Peru & Ecuador wild (K1) 9 3 0.44 0.021 0.41

Mesoamerican wild (K3 ? K5) 59 9 0.57 0.038 0.54

Mesoamerican and Colombian wild (K3) 31 6 0.52 0.039 0.49

Mexican wild (K5) 28 6 0.55 0.038 0.52

Mesoamerican domesticated (K6 ? K9) 88 8 0.51 0.005 0.48

Race Mesoamerica (K6) 35 5 0.48 0.003 0.45

Race Jalisco and Durango (K9) 53 6 0.45 0.007 0.42

Andean 194 12 0.52 0.007 0.50

Andean wild (K7) 32 7 0.53 0.013 0.50

Andean Domesticated (K2 ? K4 ? K8) 162 10 0.48 0.006 0.46

Race Peru (K2) 36 5 0.48 0.004 0.45

Race Chile (K4) 31 5 0.49 0.007 0.46

Race Nueva Granada (K8) 94 7 0.41 0.006 0.38

Table 3 FST values among nine populations identified by STRUCTURE

K N. Peru and Ecuador wild Mesoamerican and

Colombian wild

Mexican

wild

Race

Mesoamerica

Races Jalisco

and Durango

Andean

wild

Race

Peru

Race

Chile

Race Nueva

Granada

9 0.24 0.22 0.19 0.26 0.29 0.21 0.27 0.27 0.32

Table 4 Proportion of non-

hybrid accessions in K = 9

groups identified by

STRUCTURE

Detailed membership

coefficient values are shown in

supplemental Table S1

Groups Total no.

of accessions

0.8 cutoff 0.9 cutoff

No. of

accessions

% of from

total

No. of

accessions

% of from

total

Total 349 242 69 197 56

Mesoamerican 155 117 75 101 65

Ancestral Peru and Ecuador wild (K1) 9 8 89 7 78

Mesoamerican and Colombian wild (K3) 31 21 68 15 48

Mexican wild (K5) 28 22 79 18 64

Race Mesoamerica (K6) 35 27 77 24 69

Race Jalisco and Durango (K9) 53 39 74 37 70

Andean 194 125 64 96 49

Andean wild (K7) 32 21 66 15 47

Race Peru (K2) 36 22 61 18 50

Race Chile (K4) 31 15 48 11 35

Race Nueva Granada (K8) 94 67 71 52 55
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the United States (supplemental Table S1). Accessions

classified in the Andean gene pool but originating outside

the Americas belonged to race Chile (K4; 9 accessions) and

race Nueva Granada (K8; 26 accessions). The absence of

Race Peru outside the Americas was noted before (Gepts

and Bliss 1988; Zeven et al. 1999).

Multilocus associations in common bean

A very high proportion (95%) of marker pairs among the

26 microsatellites showed a significant LD when consid-

ering the entire plant sample of 349 accessions. Marker

pairs in LD included both markers in the same or different

linkage groups (supplemental Table S4). Calculating LD in

‘‘hybrid’’ versus ‘‘non-hybrid’’ accessions (between the

Andean and Mesoamerican gene pools, as determined

posterior membership probabilities thresholds of 0.80 or

0.90 in a K = 2 STRUCTURE analysis) showed a limited

reduction in LD (supplemental Table S4). To further test

the effect of population structure on genome-wide LD, the

proportion of pairs in LD and the extent of LD measured by

r2 and D0 were calculated in both gene pools and the nine

groups identified in this study. An analysis of LD in sep-

arate Andean and Mesoamerican samples (as defined by

STRUCTURE) lowered the number of locus pairs in LD

from 95 to 68 and 75%, respectively. The LD in the nine

groups identified by STRUCTURE was reduced further to

30–40% depending on the group (supplemental Table S4).

When measured by r2 or D0, LD was reduced in ‘‘hybrid’’

accessions (80 or 90% thresholds) compared to ‘‘non-

hybrid’’ accessions, and in the Andean or Mesoamerican

groups compared to the entire sample (supplemental Table

S4). Further subdivision of the Andean or Mesoamerican

groups into constituent K groups as defined by STRUC-

TURE, however, increased values for r2 and D0, in contrast

with the observation for the proportion of pairs in LD.

This apparent contradiction between percentage of locus

pairs in LD, on the one hand, and r2 and D0 could be due to

the effect of sample size, to which both r2 and D0 are

sensitive. To examine the possible role of sample size in

affecting LD measures, a resampling experiment was

conducted. Averages for the proportion of pairs in LD, r2,

and D0 were calculated from 10 independent samples of the

same size as each of the Andean, Mesoamerican and K

groups defined by STRUCTURE. Each resampling was

obtained by sampling the entire plant panel without

replacement. The results show that subdivisions of the

entire sample used in this study lead to underestimation of

LD, whether measured by the percentage of markers pairs

in LD, r2, or D0 (Fig. 5). More specifically, LD (calculated

over the entire sample: black diamond) shows a very high

proportion ([95%) of marker pairs in non-random associ-

ation as measured by a likelihood ratio test. Modeling

studies with resampling of smaller samples (black-filled

circles) with sizes corresponding to those of subdivisions

(gene pools or STRUCTURE groups) lead, surprisingly, to

smaller proportions of marker pairs in LD, whereas for r2

and D0 smaller samples sizes lead to the expected increase

in LD. In all three graphs, the relationship between sample

size and LD is asymptotic. Visual inspection of the graphs

to compare LD in the actual total sample (black diamond)

and simulated samples (black-filled circles) suggest that a

sample of 150–200 is about the minimum size beyond

which measures of LD appear to be minimally affected by

sample size. In our study, this corresponds to the entire

sample (n = 349) and the Andean (n = 194) and Meso-

american (n = 155) groups. Further subdivisions based on

the STRUCTURE groups become too small (n = 9 to 94)

to accurately measure LD.

Nevertheless, a comparison of LD in observed samples

(colored shapes) and simulated samples of the same size

(black-filled circles) suggest that the high levels of LD

observed in the entire sample studied here is due to the

divergence between the Andean and Mesoamerican gene

pools. Subdivision of the entire sample into subsamples

that contain entries belonging only to the Andean (open

blue diamond) or Mesoamerican gene pool (open red dia-

mond) lowers LD significantly as observed earlier.

Discussion

Current knowledge of population structure and domesti-

cation origin of common bean is based on studies that

relied on several types of molecular markers (seed proteins:

Gepts et al. 1986, Gepts and Bliss 1986; allozymes: Koenig

and Gepts 1989, Singh et al. 1991c; RFLPs: Becerra-Vel-

ásquez and Gepts1994; RAPDs: Freyre et al. 1996; AFLPs:

Tohme et al. 1996; Papa and Gepts 2003; SSRs: Blair et al.

2006; Dı́az and Blair 2006) and morphological character-

istics (Singh et al. 1991a, b; Gepts 1998). However, in

many of these studies, the low level of polymorphism of

the markers and the reduced number of markers (Gepts

et al. 1986; Becerra Velásquez and Gepts 1994; McClean

et al. 2004) precluded a more detailed quantification of the

population structure and genetic relationships within the

common bean germplasm. For example, electrophoretic

variation for phaseolin, the major seed storage protein of

common bean, has been instrumental in identifying the

geographic pattern of multiple domestications of common

bean (Gepts 1988). Nevertheless, phaseolin is coded by a

single, albeit complex, locus and its relative lack of poly-

morphism in the domesticated gene pool prevented the

detection of more subtle genetic differences between clo-

sely related landraces or cultivars. Furthermore, the

phaseolin locus or a locus close linked to it, has since been
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implicated in the control of seed weight (Johnson et al.

1996; Koinange et al. 1996) and might, thus, be affected by

selection for seed size during domestication (Paredes and

Gepts 1995). Presumably neutral markers such as micro-

satellites would therefore be more desirable to assess the

genetic structure of the common bean gene pool.

The population structure identified in this study is gen-

erally consistent with the current hierarchical scheme of

gene pools and ecogeographic racial structure within gene

pools (Gepts 1998). First, the differentiation into Andean

and Mesoamerican gene pools is well supported in this

analysis. In the NJ tree and the PCoA analysis, the Mes-

oamerican and Andean gene pools are divided into two

different clusters (Fig. 1). A stepwise increase in the K

number in the STRUCTURE analysis generally leads to

subdivisions within the two major gene pools but not to

groups of accessions from both gene pools (Fig. 1). The

split between the two major geographic gene pools has now

been documented repeatedly based on both phenotypic and

molecular information and suggests that P. vulgaris may be

undergoing incipient speciation. The existence of partial

reproductive isolation, including hybrid weakness in the F1

(Shii et al. 1980; Gepts and Bliss 1985; Koinange and

Gepts 1992) and later generations (Singh and Molina

1996), further confirms this hypothesis.

Second, the five domesticated groups identified by

STRUCTURE generally corresponded to the racial struc-

ture of common bean identified by Singh et al. (1991a)

except that races Jalisco and Durango constituted a single

group in this study. Race Jalisco consists mainly of

climbing varieties distributed in the subhumid highlands in

the states of Jalisco, Guanajuato, Michoacán, Mexico,

Puebla, and Oaxaca. Race Durango includes prostrate

varieties originating mainly in the semiarid highlands of

northern Mexico (Singh et al. 1991a). Although these races

can be distinguished by their distribution, plant and seed

morphology, and disease resistance (Singh et al. 1991a),

they were not well differentiated at the molecular level in

this study. Pallottini et al. (2004) and Dı́az and Blair (2006)

made a similar observation based on AFLP and microsat-

ellite data, respectively. The closeness of the two races may

be due to a recent divergence, high gene flow between

them, differentiation of the two races limited to a few

major genes controlling plant and seed morphology, or a

combination of these factors.

Among the nine STRUCTURE groups, four groups

consisted predominantly of wild accessions. First, the K1

group consisted of wild accessions from northern Peruvian

and Ecuadoran accessions, which had previously been

identified as the presumed ancestral population of P. vul-

garis based on the presence of I phaseolin genes without

tandem direct repeats (Kami and Gepts 1994; Kami et al.

1995). Although this group was more closely related to

Mesoamerican wild types (Figure 2), it was positioned

between Andean and Mesoamerican accessions along

coordinate 1 (53%) in PCoA plots (Fig. 3). This population

was differentiated from other wild populations on coordi-

nate 2 (13%; Fig. 4) and was composed of only nine

accessions from a relatively narrow habitat (Debouck et al.

1993). In addition, this population showed lower gene

diversity than other wild populations (Table 4) and a single

phaseolin type (Debouck et al. 1993). Thus, this population

may be a relic that only represents a fraction of the genetic

diversity of the ancestral population. Alternatively, the

reduced genetic diversity may also reflect the narrow

ecological amplitude of this group on the Pacific slope of

the Andes (Debouck et al. 1993).

The STRUCTURE analysis detected two Mesoamerican

wild populations: Colombian and Mesoamerican wild (K3)

and Mexican wild (K5). The Mesoamerican and Colom-

bian wild group (K3) was distributed from Colombia

through Guatemala to the central part of Mexico and

formed a large cloud of points in the PCA analysis, sug-

gesting a broadly diverse group (Fig. 4). The Mexican wild

group (K5) was composed of accessions from Mexico only

and, unlike the K3 group, also included accessions from

northern Mexico. Compared to the K3 wild group, the K5

wild group was not as dispersed in the PCA plot, sug-

gesting it is a genetically more homogeneous group. In the

same PCA plot, Colombian accessions were located in an

intermediate position between the Ancestral Peruvian and

Ecuadoran population and the Mexican wild populations as

observed earlier with RAPD markers (Fig. 4; Freyre et al.

1996).

The 24 Andean wild accessions, which originated in

southern Peru, Bolivia, and Argentina, were assigned to

one group (K7). However, K7 also includes ten domesti-

cated accessions from Bolivia, Ecuador, Peru and Mexico

(supplemental Table S1). Except for three accessions from

Peru (G12587, G12588, and G12632), however, these

domesticated accessions had low posterior membership

probability values (less than 0.8) for K7. Thus, most

domesticated accessions in K7 may actually result from

hybridization between the wild Andean ancestor and a

domesticated descendant. Alternatively, these accessions

may represent descendants of the earliest Andean bean

domesticates. For example, G12587 and G12588 are nuña

or popping beans, which may be among the oldest

domesticated beans in the Andes as they can be cooked

simply by heating but do not require boiling in ceramics or

other types of vessels.

The genetic relatedness among wild accessions corre-

lated well with their geographic distribution except for a

few putative hybrids (Fig. 4). When considering simulta-

neously geographical information, genetic distance, and

calculated ancestry using STRUCTURE, the identification
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of potential hybrids and their ancestry is possible. In Fig. 4,

some accessions show a discordance between genetic

position based on PCA and geographic location. For

example, the Peruvian wild accession G7225 was assigned

by STRUCTURE to the K3 group (membership coefficient:

0.545), the group including Colombian and Mesoamerican

wild types, in spite of its geographic origin, which suggests

membership in the K1 group of southern Andean wild beans

(K1 membership coefficient 0.252). Furthermore, G7225

also shows an S-type phaseolin, characteristic of the Mes-

oamerican gene pool in addition to the T phaseolin,

observed in the Andean gene pool (Gepts et al. 1986). Thus,

this discordance between geographic and genetic position

can be explained by a hybridization event. Wild accession

G23580, while originating in Ecuador, grouped with the

wild beans from the southern Andes in the PCA. G23580

has both a T (Andean) and an I (ancestral) type of phaseolin

(Debouck et al. 1993), suggesting a probable case of out-

crossing between a local wild population (I) and an Andean

domesticate (T).

The independent domestications in Andean and Meso-

america region are well-documented (Gepts 1998; Gepts

et al. 1986). This study also indicates two different origins

for domestication as the Andean and Mesoamerican

domesticates are more closely related to wild types of their

respective regions (Figs. 1, 2, 3). In the Mesoamerican

gene pool, a single cluster groups most of the domesticated

type, which confirms previous observations suggesting a

single domestication located in the state of Jalisco form this

gene pool (Gepts et al. 1986; Papa and Gepts 2003; Kwak

et al. 2009). However, it was not possible to reach a con-

clusion as the domestication pattern within the Andean

gene pool in this study as Andean wild or domesticated

accessions show less geographic structure than Meso-

american accessions (Fig. 2). Thus, further study with

additional wild accessions or markers should be performed

to determine whether Andean beans results from a single or

multiple domestications.

The higher FST values in domesticated types compared

to wild types were expected given the relatively higher age

of wild populations in relation to their domesticated

descendants. A higher age would provide more opportunity

for gene exchange among populations. In contrast, the

ecogeographic races appeared after domestication because

of both drift and selection for adaptation to local condi-

tions, leading to a higher differentiation among landraces.

The highest FST value observed for race Nueva Granada

may be due to the predominance of the bush determinate

growth habit (type I habit; Singh 1982) or a recent

expansion of this group, possibly associated with this

growth habit, which is very frequent in race Nueva Gra-

nada (Singh et al. 1991a, b, c). In this growth habit,

determinacy causes a termination of the modular growth

habit of the bean plant (Tanaka and Fujita 1979) and,

therefore, leads to earliness, which is often selected by

farmers.

The low frequency of non-hybrid accessions in race

Chile confirmed the findings of Paredes and Gepts (1995)

based on allozyme and phaseolin data that up to 70% of

Chilean landraces may have a hybrid origin. The identifi-

cation of marker alleles as primarily Andean or

Mesoamerican in large samples in this study and that of

Paredes and Gepts (1995) allowed us to better track

potential cases of hybridization, unlike the study of Johns

et al. (1997), which used RAPD markers.

The LD has been proposed as a method to identify

selection episodes during domestication (Garris et al. 2003;

Remington et al. 2001; Thornsberry et al. 2001) and can-

didate genes (or loci) for agronomically important genes

through association mapping (Thornsberry et al. 2001). This

genome-wise LD study gives guidelines for further analysis

of LD in common bean. First, association mapping should

be conducted in separate samples for the Andean and

Mesoamerican germplasm. Factoring out the Andean and

Mesoamerican structure of the common bean gene pool

reduced the percentage of marker pairs in LD and increased

the r2 and D0 values (supplementary Table S4). If popula-

tion structure is a major variable affecting r2 and D0 in this

study, values of r2 and D0 should be reduced as the number

of groups is increased from K = 2 to 9. Instead, an increase

in these values was observed here. Increased r2 and D0

values in populations of limited size were also observed in

durum wheat and barley populations (Maccaferri et al.

2005; Malysheva-Otto et al. 2006). To resolve this apparent

contradiction, a comparison was made between r2 and D0

values obtained in this study with those of randomly sam-

pled populations of the same size. The LD values in

Mesoamerican and Andean populations were lower than

those of the random sample of the same size, indicating

population structure associated with major geographic gene

pools has a major effect on LD in common bean (Fig. 5).

However, LD in further subdivisions below the gene pool

level, especially smaller sample size populations (K1, K3,

K5, K6, K9, K7 and K4 in D0 and K1 and K3 in r2) were

similar to LD estimates from random samples. Thus, further

subdivisions below the gene pool level may lead to over-

estimates of D0 and r2 values because sample sizes of

current K groups (wild or domesticated) are too small as

shown by the modeling studies performed here.

Second, identification of presumed hybrid accessions

between the Andean and Mesoamerican gene pools for the

purpose of association mapping does not appear to be a

solution gene flow among populations contributes to

reducing LD through recombination after hybridization

events. The hypothetical population of potential hybrid

accessions with membership coefficient values less than 0.9
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or 0.8 had fewer locus pairs in LD and lower r2 and D0

values than putatively non-hybrid accessions (membership

coefficients above 0.9) (supplementary Table S4). How-

ever, hypothetical hybrid populations still had more than

80% locus pairs in LD. This high frequency of LD is

probably caused by the geographic isolation between the

two major gene pools, which is further reinforced by partial

reproductive isolation. Lastly, this study will provide a Q

(genetic background) matrix for further LD studies in

common bean (Pritchard et al. 2000; Thornsberry et al.

2001). A more densely populated molecular map will be

necessary to conduct more detailed LD mapping and pop-

ulation genomics as proposed by Papa et al. (2005, 2007).

In conclusion, we showed that the ecogeographic races

identified with morphological and geographical character-

istics are generally congruent with the population structure

identified by microsatellite markers. The genetic compo-

sition of wild accessions was correlated with their

geographic distribution and the ancestry of some wild

accessions provided evidence for occasional hybridization

with domesticated beans. In addition, we provided evi-

dence of gene flow between races and gene pools through

quantification of their ancestry using a model-based

approach. Lastly, we showed that association mapping

should be performed separately in Andean or Mesoameri-

can germplasm because a marked reduction in LD is

observed by analyzing separate gene pools.
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